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Syria’s Water, Irish Fascism & the White Helmets Murder Gang
Just before Christmas 2016, NATO’s Syrian rebels threw thousands of tonnes of diesel into
Damascus’ water reservoirs before blowing up the wells to divert the water into nearby
rivers, which immediately ﬂooded. The result of this war crime is that the 5 million civilians
of Damascus have been without water since then.
Mothers do not have water for their babies, hospitals do not have clean water and,
incredibly, Irish aid organisations are directly complicit in this war crime by giving succour to
the White Helmets who, as the above letter shows, have given their imprimatur to this war
crime.

The White Helmets themselves are a NATO funded ISIS auxiliary force, the worst of the
Black and Tans with the best PR agents and crocodile smiles Gulf State money can buy.
Even though not a single one of the 100,000 civilian hostages rescued from East Aleppo had
ever heard of them, let alone seen the White Helmets in action, Western organisations paid
this al Nusra and ISIS aﬃliated group tens of millions of dollars supposedly to rescue women
and children, with USAID alone paying them a whopping $23 million to spread their ﬁctions
and their bile

Such was the mega hype around this fraudulent group that brain-dead Hollywood actors,
British MPs and Irish aid organisations all heavilypimped them for the Nobel Peace Prize –
despite their documented serial collusion in al Nusra’s war crimes and despite there being
no independent evidence of them ever having performed even one rescue mission.
Irish groups which supported these war criminals’ attempts to win the Nobel Peace Prize
include GOAL, Trócaire and the Irish branch of Médecins Sans Frontières / Doctors Without
Borders (MSF). Controversial Irish journalist Mary Fitzgerald has predictably been unstinting
in her praise of this gangster group, which has even been allowed to address the Irish
Parliament on more than one occasion.
The Irish edition of the Daily Mirror even says the main thing Irish people can do to help
Syria is to donate to the White Helmets, a group which acts as al Nusra’s undertakers and
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which thinks poisoning the water supply for Damascus, which has a population akin to that
of the entire island of Ireland, is an acceptable tactic, whereas such barbarities have always
been regarded as the war crimes that they are.
The Daily Mirror is wrong. The worst thing Irish people can do is to support terror groups like
the White Helmets. The best thing they can do is to do their humanitarian duty and oppose
them and all in Ireland who give them succour.
If that includes Trócaire as well as GOAL and Médecins Sans Frontières / Doctors Without
Borders (MSF), so be it.
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